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XU XIAOGUO’S “LINES” 

Bao Dong 

—

2014/5/20

In recent years, the “lines” in Xu Xiaowen’s painting practices are distributed to 

three dimensions. On the most literal dimension, the “lines” are the stripes in his 

painting. Since 2012, Xu Xiaoguo’s work has gradually penetrated into the study 

of pure visual issues from the semantics and aesthetics of the images. The various 

visual issues have gradually become the focus of his work. Moreover, the relation-

He began to use lines and stripes to interrupt the visual space in the painting. For 

instance, in the Hanger

objects highlighted the formulaic composition of certain paintings, and in this 

painting context, he added lines to these painting-model objects, that allow our 

viewing habit of the stereoscopic and the extension of the surface suggested by 

these lines and stripes to connect and collide. Eventually, the background of the 

painting was fully covered by the layering lines that shape the logic of spatial illu-

The lines have thus become one of the most critical “roles” in Xu Xiaoguo’s paint-

-

ticular cultural, social and political meaning, but are purely visual tools. In other 

words, the lines in these paintings only have literal meanings, but not implications. 

Like the minimalist artist Frank Stella’s lines, “What you see is what you see.”  

On the second-dimension, “lines” thereon entered into an awareness of more 

painting and its completion, even to the entitling of the artworks. Since his Large 

Cage series, Xu Xiaoguo has purposefully chosen the cage with complex and rich, 

yet structurally distinct spatial subject. In these works, the border of the cage over-
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laps with the frame of the painting, and the interior space of the cage becomes the 

entirety of the painting. In fact, the subject of these paintings is not the cage per 

cage. On canvas, the cage becomes an excellent spatial sample that awaiting to be 

dissected. The most interesting component of Xu Xiaoguo’s work is to analysis its 

structure of the cage, compliment the background of the painting, and creating 

of the painting to surface. 

which was not a search of one on one correspondence between these two lan-

guages, but to depart from the aimed language and fully reorganize the conceptual 

basis of the original language. Thus, these paintings are processes of “re-weaving” 

the relationship between flat surfaces. Although the lines engaged in or even 

enhanced this process of “weaving”, and making this process more sensible, yet 

“weaving” space is only one of Xu Xiaoguo’s basic concept and approach, the spe-

to a verb, or even to become a sentence and grammar. 

Finally, “lines” embody a proactive state of Xu Xiaoguo’s constant pushing for-

ward and derivations of his painting practice. His work method often departs from 

strip and screen its structure to isolate the various visual models. For example, 

lines, cage, spheres, tree branches, zebra, are adopted, derived and reorganized 

repetitively into new image relationships. Such reiterating work method demon-
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strates a conscious act of cross-referencing. In Roland Barthes’ view, the essence 

writing is to cross-reference, because it does not have a direct relationship with 

reality, writing is only rewriting of what’s been written, and it only refers to writ-

ing, a context of a text is still a text. 

Whether Xu Xiaoguo has adopted post-structuralism as his creative theory or not, 

it is apparent that his painting practice has already demonstrated certain proactive 

cross-referencing. So much so that Roland Barthes’ phrase “text is texture” can be 

not language and characters, but the gaze of the viewers. 

What Roland Barthes refers as texture is translated as “the woven object” in Chi-

nese, yet, in line with the characteristics of the Chinese language, most scholars 

suggest to translate it into the “basis of lines”. In Shuo Wen Jie Zi (Word and Ex-

pression), Xu Shen stated, a word, consists of making overlapping strokes; and 

Duan Yucai annotated, the one who writes, produces overlapping strokes. In other 

words, in Chinese, the “word” is the “line”, “text” is the “essence of lines”, however 

for Xu Xiaoguo, in terms of “weaving” in, and between his painting, he is not con-

fronted with the “basis” of its “essence”, but the “body” of an “experience”. In fact, 

painting does not have its essence, because the so-called essence is a historicized 

experience of understanding. Thus, Xu Xiaoguo’s paintings are not passively pro-

-
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Color preference often plays a distinctive role in our common 

experience, while other characterist ics  are constant, i ts  s ly 

characteristics become obvious. One needs to manipulate its 

change with ambiguous psychological experience, the minute color 

preference lead to diverse experience in the psychological space. 

Large Cage IV typically represents the use of negative form. The 

various colors filling into the shapes delineated by the structure of 

the cage (not the space, but the form) allow the background to be 

proactive rather than passive. Moreover, colors are compressed into 

a highly illuminated field that the background would not separate 

from the spatial order of the cage, and exists independently. 

Artist / Curator
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13  / Large Cage V 

2013
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17  / Paint Cage

2012





The slow expansion in the act of painting begins from right to left, 

from the initial common approach to estimate spatial composition 

through layers to the formation of grids with vertical and horizontal 

lines, completes the initial experience of the rendering of surface 

of the painting. In the grid unit, issues of new spatial orders are 

created, and the common spatial order of the image becomes 

gradually ineffective, that is  replaced by the displaced two-

dimensional space. 

The idea of the “common space” and “displaced space” is quite 

interesting. In fact, looking at it from the ontological perspective of 

painting, the two-dimensional is real and right, and the “common 

space” you mentioned is a psychological space based on visual 

illusions. 

What interests me is the unique longitudinal and latitudinal 

structure of the cage that renders the best vehicle of spatial order, 

however, you have inserted the non-figurative lines into this order, 

it does not only destructs the cage, but also the representational 

discourse behind visual illusions. 

Artist / Curator
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19  / Large Cage I 
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Lines  engender  a  sense  o f  d i rec t ion  and space  wi th  the i r 

horizontality and verticality, many lines extending to the same 

direction form into a surface, the overlap, cross-over, bending of 

these surfaces produce the wonderful visual dynamics. The surface 

composed by lines has the dynamics to render space, and I adopt 

its tension to restore the synthetic three-dimensional space to the 

two-dimensional, however, the two-dimensional spaces created have 

multiple spaces that even transcend the three-dimensional. 

Large Cage I, to a large degree still adopts visual illusions, for 

instance, the dimensionality of the cage structure. However, you have 

to rely on visual illusion to deconstruct the singular illusory order, 

urges the viewer to return to certain knowledge of the surface due 

to visual paradox. And Large Cage III further dispelled the illusion, 

the luminosity of the cage structure largely relies on supplementary 

colors, and the “weaving” of the lines further enters into the 

longitudinal and latitudinal structure of the cage, which forms a 

dense occlusal relationship – the constant transformation of the 

background becomes the visual order of the image.  

Artist / Curator
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23  / Large Cage III

2013
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26   / Large Cage II 
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Circle and sphere are two different concepts in traditional painting, 

which represents form and volume respectively. Integrating these 

two different qualities provides a sense of freedom in the process 

of painting. Unlike the Large Cage series, the various circular units 

transforms the subjective weaving of lines and surface to negative 

space while without diminishing its strength, the two presents 

tension between the positive and negative forms. 

Ball Cage shares the phonetics of the “prisoners’ cage”. In literature, 

the use of phonetics and rhythm are the basic textual awareness, 

phonetics is audible form of linguistics, whereas the rhythm is a 

visual form of the text, one’s command of these two aspects would 

allow language to separate from its utilitarian functions. Then, what 

is the “texture” of painting? 

Artist / Curator
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31  / Ball and Cage

2013
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In the weaving the displaced order of space, common forms are 

sequentially inserted, and forms and shapes are the evidential 

existence of the subject. The subject is the critical unit that conveys 

the theme. The aim of this work is to study diminish or dissolve 

the importance of the subject in the painting. The natural stripes 

of the zebra and its surrounding lines appropriately concealed the 

physicality of the subject, its flattened body and dynamic lines lead 

to a virtual physical space, that provide contrast and overlap. 

Large Cage VI is both a reconfiguration and a re-misconception. The 

figure does not only refer to the zebra, but the zebra also assigns 

quotidian quality to the cage. And the cage is no longer an abstract 

visual order, but has become a figure. The texture of the lines on 

the zebra also invokes the staleness of the background lines. At the 

same time, the shades between the lines provide both with specific 

sensible relationship, that becomes an object. 

Artist / Curator
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35  / Large Cage VI 

2013
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39  /  The Cage and the Color Sphere III

2013



40   / Cage I

2013



41/ Cage II

2013

  / Cage III

2013
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43/ The Cage and the Color Sphere II

2013
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45  / Ball and Cage

2014
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47/ Blue Roof

2012
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49/ Scenery

2012





Since early summer to late autumn, this painting was repetitively 

edited over five months, switching back and forth between making 

studies between small drawings en-plein-air and on canvas, in 

which I discovered the intriguing relationship between the layers of 

painting, as well as the scientific order concealed in the seemingly 

complex and disordered nature. Light, as a medium, pulls unrelated 

image fragments together, and the connections between the shades 

provide a solid structure to the painting. 

A single leaf occupies a space, however an entire tree is flat. In 

which, the contouring lines are critical, and supplementary pink 

lines decorate the overall image, while dispelling the sense of space 

between the leaf details and clutters of leaves. 

Artist / Curator
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51/ Blue roof

2013
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55  / Large Leaf Tree

2012





The ascension of form includes the volume of its positive form, like 

the major key in a Waltz, the stretching of lines and surfaces overlap 

as the half notes, where ambiguity is partial to its diversity, and 

transitions within harmony, it develops on the borders of form and 

volume. 

The contouring lines have become a basic quality that are isolated 

from the composition as the leaves further “immerse” into the pink 

in the background. This work is nearly abstract, Kandinsky also 

enjoyed describing painting through music. Because it is a medium 

that can fully separate from literary forms. 

Artist / Curator
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57  / Large Leaves

2013
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My sense to paint differs in various periods, and so are my aims 

of study. Especially when I am drawing en-plein-air, this sense is 

different everyday. The thread of my thinking interchanges between 

the overlapping tree branches and its relationship to the background. 

Such figurative drawing adds vivid factual information to the study 

of abstract space, the spatial direction of compressed tree branches 

make the connections into irregular network surfaces, the simplified 

background adopts flat brushstrokes. It is an experiment to discover 

the potential of connecting various times.  

Juxtaposing various approaches of representation through a 

consistent subject, its outcome highlights the approach adopted. 

From the cages to the trees, to a certain extend, it is a transition from 

artificial space to natural space, from rhythm to prose. 

Artist / Curator
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61 / White Wood
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63  / White Wood I

2013



64   / White Wood II

2013
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67  / White Wood III

2013



68  / Pea Seedlings

2013



69 / Pea Seedlings
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71  /  Candlenut II

2012



72   / Bushes I

2013



73  / Bushes II

2013



74   / White Wood

2013
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76   / Candlenut I

2012



77 / Window

2012



78   / Coniferous Forest I

2013

  / Coniferous Forest II

2013



79 / Coniferous Forest III

2013
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81  / Tree Row

2012



82   / Leaf I

2012



83  / Leaf II

2012



84   / Willow

2012



85 / Have Sphere of Scenery I

2012
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87  / Branches of Study III

2012



88  / Leaf II

2012



89  / Leaf I

2012  
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91  / Branches of Study II

2012





Negative form as a reference to judge the primary form, it has been 

dutifully played the supporting role in past painting. There are 

also artists who use it to compress positive space in order to prove 

for its existence and importance. It was necessary for this phase of 

studies to expand on this subject through the studies of branches, 

branches grow out from the trunk is a sequential process, the few 

branches penetrating the image from all directions overlap into 

several negative space of n, through the branches and the shades of 

the negative spaces and the spaces created by the branch to depict 

negative space. Thus the vitality slowly grown out of the negative 

space far surpasses its positive counterparts. 

The positive and negative form of an object are relative, they 

compliment each other. The empty space between the branches are 

filled in with colors on canvas, which is in fact a return to a pure 

experience of the canvas. The canvas is the physicality of the two-

dimensional, whereas the “empty space” between the branches is an 

imagination.  

On the other hand, the discourse on contemporary art and design 

might not guarantee the quality of art. In other words, a good poem 

might not be rhythmic. 

Artist / Curator
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93  / Branches of Study I

2012





The same object becomes a new entity through reflection. The 

meaning and volume of its form undergo relative transformation, 

and their association construct into a new structure of the image. 

The relationship between the layers, fragments of surface and the 

exchange of positive and negative forms produce a complex set of 

issues. The new structure presents new issues, like the complexity 

and varying interpersonal relationships that may seem chaotic, where 

profound skills of communications lay beneath. 

Interestingly, the reflected image is precisely what could subvert 

the mirror theory, because the singularity and actuality of reality are 

being destroyed, and only arriving at the surface is necessary for the 

experience of viewing. Strictly speaking, “the reflected image” is in 

fact a nuanced and moderate “representational” expression. When 

it is only necessary to provide a representation in a painting, to a 

certain degree, it would be free. 

Artist / Curator
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95  / The Study

2014
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99  / Floating Ring

2013





The function of spatial narrative may be diminished by the growth of 

its own multiplicity. In the past, I have also layered various subjects 

one over another in order to achieve theme-less paintings. In the 

viewers’ subconscious, our imagination of the perceived objects 

is conditioned, and usually artists iterate his concepts through 

such imagination, while they also lost the subjectivity of painting. 

Narration, theme and concept are often a beautiful trap, shackling 

the purity of painting. 

The subject of the painting would often lose its qualities such as 

meaning and concepts once depicted repetitively and become a 

visual tool, like Monet’s dry haystack, Cezanne’s apple, or Picasso’s 

violin. They become convenient examples for the artist to present his 

visual language. 

Artist / Curator
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101 / Zebra and Plaid
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The reflection and the image of an object are its two manifestations. 

In  rea l i ty, one is  v i r tual , the  other  substant ia l  in  people ’s 

consciousness, whereas for art in the two dimensional, they are both 

illusory and fabricated; both of them are fictional depictions of the 

perceived objects. Such depiction may seem real, yet they are in 

essence, processed thoughts and expressions. The creative thoughts 

of this work, new definition of the reflection is added, where 

unrelated objects are planned into the upside down image, the 

projection relationships of the object of its front and back construct 

into multiple sets of complex ‘mistakes’ of the reflections and images, 

such mistake are logically transformed in the fictional paintings, the 

seeming two-dimensional paintings offer the possibility of multiple 

sets of space. 

The importance of shades in a painting comes from the physical law 

of light, like the perspective of a painting. They are two pillars of 

representation in western painting. Therefore, they are also visual 

tools hidden behind our eyes. However, once the condition of light 

and reflections, such as uniform light source within one given space 

and etc change, the discourse of the law of light and reflection would 

be exposed. 

Artist / Curator
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105  / Mirror the Scenery

2013
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109 / White Barrel

2014
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111  /  The Spherical Organization I

2014



112 2  /  The Spherical Organization II
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1153  /  The Spherical Organization III
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117  / Albino Patient 

2012
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Lines of different width wander on the surface of square of the two-

dimensional that actively connects the cubic volumes, surfaces and 

spheres. Painting is a sorcerer who fabricates fictional space, and the 

artist is the practitioner who exposes the sorcerer’s craft. Sometimes, 

they can also be the flirtatious lovers that tango in public.  

Paintings since the Renaissance have often appropriated patterns 

– architectural structures, geological drawings, fabric patterns – 

to enhance the sense of depth. However, patterns do not seem to 

have existed independently. These works have demonstrated the 

subjectivity of patterns to their fullest, and allowing them to become 

the evidence of the composition. 

Artist / Curator
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121  / Hanger

2012
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125  / Two Fruit plates

2012





Painting itself is free, like a newborn, or a blank canvas, it gradually 

looses its innocence after a long process of indoctrination. The 

renewal of its standard may seem as the evidence of creativity, when 

in fact its power to extend freely has been tied. Today, if artists were 

given the free power of painting, it would be as if the chain tied to 

their neck is taken off, while they pretend to be calm in a state of 

fear. I think to return to the initial physical experience of painting 

would be a good remedy for the plight at present. 

Today, any painting experience would embody one’s understanding 

of painting of the past, the relationship between paintings is indeed 

the ontology of painting, such relationship, or rapport, as Renoir 

said, “One does not aim to become a painting in front of a beautiful 

scenery, but a landscape painting.” 

Artist / Curator
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 My Own Visibility -Artist in-Residence for Contemporary Art Shijiazhuang,  

 Shijiazhuang,China 

Xu Xiaoguo_

1977_ Born in Xi'an, China. 

2000_ Graduated from the Xi'an Academy of Fine Arts. 

Now Working and Living in Beijing.
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 Residual Value - Environmental Art Exhibition, 

 Lujiazui Central Park ,Shanghai High Noon Art & Culture Center, 

 Shanghai, China

 Zhujiajiao,Shanghai High Noon Art & Culture Center, Shanghai, China

 The Spirit Realm Exhibition, 

 Food world Museum of Con temporary, Beijing, China

 Open to you, Openspace bae, Busan, South Korea

2012_  New DirectionsYoung Chinese Contemporary, 

 Moscow Museum of Modern Art, Moscow, Russia

 Isten, 798 Kunstareal, Beijing, China 

 Hi Pop, Halcyon Gallery, Shanghai, China

 The Free Speech from the Artists, CAFA Art Museum, Beijing, China

 The First CAFAM-Future/ Exhibition Sub-Phenomena: Report on the State 

 of Chinese Young Art, CAFA Art Museum, Beijing, China

 BOOM:-2012 CYAP Exhibition, Prosper Center, Beijing, China 

 Eagle and Chicks, Shi Yi Hotel,Beijing, China

 Christmas Eve, White box, Beijing, China

2011_  Harmony+Love,The Capitol Building Of Beijing, Beijing, China

 China Next 10 year of Contemporary Art, 

 Today Art Museum, Beijing, China

 15 Days – a Collaborative, White box , Beijing , China

  A Play, Jingyi Art Space, Beijing, China

 Channel Tuesday, Network, Beijing, China

 Shanshui Poetry without Sound ,Landscape in Chinese Contemporary 

 Artworks, Lu Saien art museum, Lu Saien, Switzerland

2010_ Crossover, Around Space, Shanghai, China

  Trace & Qualitative Leap, Beijing Film Academy, Beijing, China 

  The Big Bang, White Rabbit Collection, Sydney, Australia 

 Young Artists Promotion Exhibition, 798Art Fund, Beijing, China

  Get It Louder-Sharism, Sanlitun Soho, Beijing, China

  Location: Dragon Fountain Bathhouse, Forget Art, Beijing, China

 Get Moving, Li-Space, Beijing, China

 We are not the master of everything, No.10 gallery of art, Chengdu, China

 Art Metz - Global Tour of Chinese Art, Metz, France

2009_ SACA-2009 Soul of Asian Contemporary Art, 

 Hakgojae, Seoul, Republic of Korea

 Poetic Graces - Contemporary Art Exhibition, Beijing, China

 From 5.8m: An Exhibition of Contemporary Art, Li-Space, Beijing, China

 The Home Court, White Box Museum of Art, Beijing, China

 T-Art Artists Group Exhibition, Art Center of Mo Ganshan, 

 Shanghai, China

 Textbook - Lively Chinese Paintings, Li-Space, Beijing, China

 Rave Forum, Li-Space, Beijing, China

 Out of Law - Contemporary Art Exhibition, Li-Space, Beijing, China

 Spectacle -To Each His Own, 

 Taipei Museum of Contemporary Art, Taipei, Taiwan

2008_   Art Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Holland

 Only + Together - Pick up Chinese Artist Exhibition, 

 1918 Art Space, Shanghai, China

 ShContemporary Art Fair, Shanghai Exhibition Center, Shanghai, China 

 You Point to the Color - New Contemporary Painting, 

 Osage Hong Kong Arts Center, Shanghai, China 

 Art Hong Kong, 

 International Convention and Exhibition Center, Hong Kong, China 

 Right Now: 15 Artists For the New Exhibition, 
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 Around Space, Shanghai, China 

 Singapore Art Fair, 

 Suntec International Convention and Exhibition Center, Singapore 

 China's Voice – Powerful, 

 Osage Hong Kong Arts Center, Hong Kong, China 

2007_ Art Retrospective: Most Daring Young Chinese Artist, 

 1918 Art Space, Shanghai, China

 ShContemporary Art Fair, Shanghai Exhibition Center, Shanghai, China 

 Drilling, Osage Art Opening of the Shanghai, 

 Osage Hong Kong Arts Center, Shanghai, China 

 Who are They? Where are They Come from? Where’s the Terminal?, 

 1918 Art Space, Shanghai, China 

 Based on the City Background, 1918 Art Space, Shanghai, China 

2006_ FALL OUT, H Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand 

 Art Position, Collected, Basel, Switzerland

2005_ His and Her Toilet, Art Museum of Macao, Macao, China 

 Opening Exhibition of Big WareHouse, Big WareHouse, Shanghai, China

 ARTSHOW: Opening Exhibition Gallery, Shanghai, China 

2004_ Party - Suzhou Creek, Eastlink Gallery, Shanghai, China

 Flow, 2004 Exhibition of Photograph and Video, Shanghai, China

 Stopping By, Exhibition of Installation, Artsae Gallery, Shanghai, China

2003_ Shanghai Artist Village Biennale, Award of Excellence, Shanghai, China

 Shanghai Art Fair, Shanghai Exhibition Center, Shanghai, China
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